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How did you feel Time?



Time is our most finite 
resource 

It’s frustrating, especially 
when the time required to 
accomplish our goals exceeds 
the time available to us.
You can “borrow” it, by staying 
up late or getting up early, but 
you have to pay it back in full 
sooner than most loans (and 
with significant “interest!”)
It reflects the finiteness of life.
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An all too common form of...
Time Abuse!
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Self-Diagnosis of Time Abuse, 
Part I:

Are you chronically late to meetings, 
classes, appointments, dates, or 
work?
Do course times, etc., often "slip your 
mind," often because you have 
committed yourself to another activity, 
etc., for the same time period?



Self-Diagnosis of Time Abuse, II

Are you typically way behind in your 
studying, work, or other important 
areas of your life?
Do you often not meet important 
deadlines?
Does "harried" or "rushed" describe 
how you feel almost all the time?
Do you feel perpetually overwhelmed 
by how much you have to do and 
how soon you have to do it?



Self-Diagnosis (wrapping up…)

Are you always studying and working?…
never going out?
Do you always get too little sleep, and too 
much illness?
Do you have an appointment book?
Do you wish you had 2 appointment books?!
Is it a total mess?
Do you do just one thing until it's done, while 
you get behind in everything else?
Do you flit from one task to another exact 
when you're supposed to, never really 
committing to anything or getting anything 
done? 



Time Awareness Exercise I

Time Monday … Sunday
_:00-_:00

...



A bit more complete start for 
your Time Map



Before Time Management:



Does how you spend your 
time…

Reflect your priorities?
…should it?

Illustrate your current goals?
…as you have accepted them?

What else?
 
 
 



Building Time Awareness II

Estimate how long it will take 
you to…

Go to a meeting and return
Make a call

Now: write down your estimate
Time it, and see.



Avoiding Time Abuse

Over-commitment
…to work
…to your career
…to personal life

Accepting too many 
responsibilities
Helping too many people
Not helping yourself enough
Under-commitment, too!



On the need for Balance…



A humble suggestion: don’t (try to) 
do more than one thing at once

Examples
Driving and…
____ ?

“When standing, stand.
When sitting, sit.
Above all, do not 
wobble.”



Your most valuable Time 
Management tools:

Phone? Email?
Use emails or calls rather than 
meetings…

“E2E” > “F2F”?
Phone, email can  backfire: slave to 
the Blackberry...

Computer software
Outlook (full version)
iCal
Google, Yahoo Calendar...
Use email rather than calls



Personal Digital Assistants, 
aka your cell phone +

Having an “instant-on” computer 
you can carry anywhere

iPhone
iPad
MacBook Pro & AirBook

Synchronizing that with your 
main computer regularly

Problems that can occur if you don’t 
“synch” regularly

Advantages, Disadvantages



When you do what can make 
a difference

Filling-the-Jar Koan
Stones
Sand
Water

Psychological “spill-over” of one 
task to others

worry
stress



First things first

Undeniable priorities: health, 
mental health, personal interests 
and desires

Avoid one-legged chairs.  
Other priorities

As
Bs
Cs



Time and energy - matching?
Does the time of that you do 
something matter?
Understand your circadian 
rhythm

Accept it, for now
Condition it, as you can

Analyze resources needed for 
tasks
Allocate tasks to time periods 
based on resource availability
Prioritize



Time Blocking: Match to 
Activity

For some tasks,
3 hours is more than

1 hour + 1 hour + 1 hour

For other tasks,
1 hour + 1 hour + 1 hour

Is better than 3 hours total



Sandwiching

1. Creativity
2. Relaxation
3. Work
4. Relaxation

Make it Premackian
Reward persistence



After Time Management:



Empirical Case Study TM Data



The Sign:

Time Management
In progress:

Please do NOT knock!

Office hours posted.
Thank you for your help!



Use Time Maximally

Commuting: Driving one’s car 
versus:

Public Transportation (can read, 
relax? Dave’s solution…)
Motorcycle (commuting transforms 
“going for a ride”) 

Avoiding doing too many things 
at once…

Reading and driving?
Calling and driving?



If you got it, use it!

 Flexibility
Re-schedule

e.g., commuting at 7:30 vs. 9:30 AM
Sandwich
Match resources to what’s needed

Strategies for getting more 
flexibility
Flexibility: a slippery slope?



Positive addictions and Time 
Management

Eating
Exercise
Being with People
Writing
Helping Others



Constructive use of Avoidance

Using procrastination on one 
task to advance another

(e.g., scanning in a graphic while 
delaying further working on this 
presentation)
Other examples?



Possible Time Traps
Open-ended 
commitments

Endless meetings
Administration?

Open phones?
Auto email drawn-
down
Texting on?
Open doors?
Others?



Assertiveness and Time 
Management

Time-Theft?
Opportunity?
Necessity?
An example:

When asked to substitute for one’s 
colleague at work…



Avoid doing the same thing 
twice

Write and record
Create and save notes, written 
materials on computers

(and back up your drives regularly!)
Create mailing lists
Save contact info to computers
Processing mail, paperwork:

Handle it once!



Switching from

“Big Picture” meta-view (too big)
To “Little Picture” micro-view

Just big enough to not be a barrier
Origin of:

“baby steps”
One day at a time
(more like “one half-hour block at a 
time”)



"Time Management 
MANAGEMENT!"

I am, right now, violating my 
usual TM plan
Stretching, and relaxing, not 
"bursting" the "envelope"
Re-framings 
Re-prioritizing on-the-fly



Mistakes I have made…

…letting Time Management 
over-manage my time:

Not re-examining how my activities 
match my goals
Not being willing to sacrifice routine 
for essentials, e.g.,

Not taking “Saturday with Dad” classes 
with my older kids when they were 
young
Not attending some funerals
On your death bed, you rarely ...



Set Goals

Make “To Do” lists
Macro level
Micro level
Meso level

Review “To Do” lists weekly
Refresh, update commitments to 
goals weekly
Reassess goals, priorities weekly



Estimate how long each task 
will take

Estimate how long it will take 
you to…

Go to a meeting and return
Make a call

Now: write down your estimate
Time it, and see
Develop consensus on 
estimates, probabilities



Create a Time Budget

Task-based
Determine time to achieve tasks
Work backwards from deadlines
Then revise tasks and time 
estimates, and proceed forwards

Or, Cycle-based
Allocate time available for each task
Adjust time per task to fit needs



Your Time Map to the BA

TM & tracking, & tracking study and 
class hours

Scheduling commitments to exercise, to 
have other sorts of fun

Scheduling free, fun time, not working 
24/7 … why?



Time Planning

Time Monday … Sunday
_:00-_:00



Time Awareness Exercise II



Ask “What is the Best Use of 
this Time?”

Lakein’s question


